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Preface and Acknowledgments
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articulate a new ethnographic turn in global metropolitan

studies. For us, such an orientation hinges on the idea of

“worlding.” We see the worlding city as a milieu of

intervention, a source of ambitious visions, and of

speculative experiments that have different possibilities of

success and failure. We hold that such experiments cannot

be conceptually reduced to instantiations of universal logics

of capitalism or postcolonialism. They must be understood

as worlding practices, those that pursue world recognition in

the midst of inter-city rivalry and globalized contingency. We

therefore focus on the urban as a milieu that is in constant

formation, one shaped by the multitudinous ongoing

activities that by wedding dream and technique, form the

art of being global. Inherently unstable, inevitably subject to

intense contestation, and always incomplete, worlding is the

art of being global.

But also at stake in this book is how cities are worlded in

geographies of knowledge. By insisting upon a shift away

from the concepts of world cities and world systems to that

of worlding practices, we seek to intervene in the ways in

which global metropolitan studies “worlds” Asia. Impossibly

heterogeneous, the idea of Asia functions in this book as

much more than a geo-political location. While massive

urban problems prevail in the region, “Asia” is increasingly

invoked as the testing ground for successful models of

economic growth, rational planning, and ecological



sustainability. Inter-Asian comparisons and contrasts have
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editorial essays into an introduction and conclusion. Aihwa

Ong’s opening essay introduces the book and its key

concept of “worlding” as situated practice and

experimentation. She makes the case for viewing the city as

a problem-space for which a range of solutions are created

out of disparate local and circulating elements. Ananya

Roy’s concluding essay returns to the theme of “worlding,”

but examines how cities of the global South have been

“worlded” in the discourses and imaginaries of metropolitan

studies. Building on Ong’s critique of urban political

economy and postcolonial analysis, Roy seeks to shift the

terrain of the political away from the standard icons of

global capital and subaltern agency to the “worlding city” as

both a site of emergence and as a mass dream. Together,

the two editorial essays highlight different theoretical

approaches to the common question of the “worlding city.”

We hope that such theoretical multiplicity makes visible the

productive nature of the concept of “worlding” and the

significance of locating the study of “worlding cities” in the

context of inter-Asian urbanism.

We owe considerable thanks to the scholars who have

contributed essays to this edited volume. It is their work

that has led us to the conceptual frameworks that anchor



this book. Hailing from different fields and generations, they

present new research on the social, political, material, and

symbolic interconnections that are proliferating between
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as editors to address methodological approaches to global
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unifying framework.
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truly global metropolitan studies here at the University of
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Introduction

Worlding Cities, or the Art of

Being Global

Aihwa Ong

… the skyline rises in the East.

Rem Koolhaas

Cities rise and fall, but the vagaries of urban fate cannot be

reduced to the workings of universal laws established by

capitalism or colonial history. Caught in the vectors of

particular histories, national aspirations, and flows of

cultures, cities have always been the principal sites for

launching world-conjuring projects. Today, urban dreams

and schemes play with accelerating opportunities and

accidents that circulate in ever-widening spirals across the

planet. Emerging nations exercise their new power by

assembling glass and steel towers to project particular

visions of the world. Once again, as Rem Koolhaas (2004)

notes, “the skyline rises in the East,” as cities vie with one

another, and regional aspirations are superseded by new

horizons of the global.

In the 1970s, New York City was celebrated for its

architectural constellation, which fostered a “delirious”

culture of congestion. Koolhaas (1997) called New York “The

City of the Captive Global,” one that unites the modern with

perpetual motion. But by the early twenty-first century, the

financial meltdown in the fall of 2008 (called the Great

Recession) dealt a reversal of fortune for New York, London,

and Tokyo. As these mighty cities struggle to retain their



lead as financial powerhouses, Singapore and Dubai are

emerging as centers of global finance. Meanwhile, China’s

role as the banker of the world has made Shanghai and

Hong Kong the shares-selling capitals of the world. While

capitals of big economies remain crucial players, Asian

economies have skyrocketed, and the Asian world has

witnessed the stunning emergence of cities of international

consequence. The 2010 Shanghai Expo has been the most

explicit demonstration yet of a can-do determination to

experiment with cutting-edge innovations in urban

architecture, industry, and design. Indeed, if nothing else,

the 2008 economic recession vividly invalidates magisterial

views of how cities, their functions, and publics will change

according to some master law of European experience.

Today, Asian cities are fertile sites, not for following an

established pathway or master blueprint, but for a plethora

of situated experiments that reinvent what urban norms can

count as “global.”

Aspiring cities in the so-called global South challenge

disciplinary controls that map cities according to a global

division of global capitalist and postcolonial regions.

Hegemonic theories of globalization and postcoloniality

have long inspired a conceptual terra firma of generalizable

global spaces, including cities and their destinies. As is the

case with early modern nations, cities in the emerging world

today have come to embody nationalist ambitions of wealth,

power, and recognition. Major cities in the developing world

have become centers of enormous political investment,

economic growth, and cultural vitality, and thus have

become sites for instantiating their countries’ claims to

global significance.

A recognition of the changing skylines of the world not

only directs our gaze to emerging metropolitan centers, but

also points to the fallacies of some key assumptions in

metropolitan studies. In the social sciences, two major


